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Pack your bags
and go!!!
take some photos

But before you go, get a bag
suitable and comfortable for
your new kit.

There are allsorts frombackpacks to shoulder bags, fromhard cases to slings, I was on the hunt for the best camera
bag? While there's absolutely loads of choice out there, it's easy to narrow things down by figuring out which type of
bag is the best fit for your camera setup and forwhat you need it to do, because I have also bought new kit recently .

For instance, if you're using a lightweight compact camera and that's it, a small holster or pouch will probably do. You'd
probably get away with this too if you're using a small mirrorless unit with a pancake or other short lens.
However, if you want to shoot with a DSLR or even a larger mirrorless camera, and want space formultiple lenses, then
a holster won't cut it. You're going to want to look at one of the othermain types of bag.

Carrying something for long distance and need to ease the strain? A backpack is probably the best bet. However, if you
want something small and unassuming for flitting around a city and jumping onto busy tram or bus, a shoulder bag or
sling bag is likely a much better choice. You may even prefer to let the ground do some of the work, and go for a rolling
bag. And there are also hard cases, which are less easy to carry, but give your gear serious protection.

I will show some examples of what I'm talking about, but price I leave to you, the big websites are good value and
deliver to your door, however now non-essential shops are open pop in to your friendly camera shop to compare
touch and feel.
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Clifton Village woods are in
the 4.8mile riverside trail, from the

A52 Clifton Bridge towards Barton in Fabis, the trail is a well trodden dirt path following the River Trent, at the Fabis Drive estate the trail splits with
one trail climbing the escarpment at the back of the Nottingham Trent University this trail continues along the back of Clifton Village until it reaches
St Mary's Church and the free carpark this is where the trail meets the riverside trail completing a trail loop.

The Bluebell Woods are a part of the Clifton Village Nature reserve which is accessed by continuing along the riverside trail past Holme Pit which is a very large man-made pond
surrounded with reed swamp and wet grassland which makes a perfect wildlife habitat. Different types of birds nest here depending on the time of year. The habitat can be perfect for bird
breeding, or a place for birds to stay during the winter and a great stop-off point for those that are just passing by on their way to somewhere else (probably somewhere warmer!), some

limited fishing pegs (spots) are available with
the relevant permissions. The Bluebell Woods
are opposite Holme Pit but are better
accessed by continuing along the trail rather
than try to climb the steep escarpment, use
the crisscrossing paths in the woods to find
your best Bluebell spot.

We had a great day out, taking the shorter
2mile trail through the woods and past Holme
Pit, the weather was sunny with clouds, just
the right light for tree shadows etc:

All images were taken by Jenny Langram, Keith
Collins and Robert Butcher.

Please write and tell me about your favourite or
special place and we can take a day trip out, write to
bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com



Canon is developing a new, high-performance professional camera — the Canon EOS R3*. When it
arrives, the EOS R3 will be an outstanding complement to the three new RF lenses the company also
introduced today — The Canon RF 100mm F2.8 L Macro IS USM, RF400mm F2.8 L IS USM and
RF600mm F4 L IS USM.

The Canon EOS R3 will join the current lineup of EOS R
full-frame mirrorless series cameras. This camera will usher
in a new category to the EOS R system, positioned
squarely between the EOS R5 and EOS-1D X Mark III
cameras. The camera will put great emphasis on superb AF
performance and speed, with fast-moving subjects. It is
being designed to meet the reliability and durability demands
of professionals, even when working in challenging conditions.

At the heart of the EOS R3 camera’s performance will be an
EOS camera first, a Canon- developed, full-frame stacked
CMOS sensor with a back- illuminated design, providing
substantially faster read-out speeds during still-imaging
recording. This completely new sensor is designed to
produce less “rolling shutter” distortion during
Electronic Shutter operation and offer continuous Electronic
Shutter still-image shooting at speeds up to 30 fps — with full
Dual Pixel CMOS AF and auto exposure1.

The AF system will leverage technology and performance from the well-received EOS R5 and EOS
R6 cameras, using Deep Learning technology to further enhance eye and body detection for even better
performance during portrait and action-type shooting. In addition, the EOS R3’s subject detection AF will
offer new recognisable subjects for its AF system, bolstering its focusing capabilities during challenging
shooting conditions.

The Electronic Viewfinder of the EOS R3 will offer photographers the ability to select the initial area for
AF tracking by simply looking directly at the viewfinder location where they want to begin AF. With Eye
Control AF2 and Servo AF activated, the camera will focus on and track moving subjects at that location
in the frame. When Face Detect + Tracking is active, the camera will continue to follow moving subjects
around the entire active AF area.

The camera body will be entirely new and accentuates the camera’s high-performance design. It’s a one-
piece design, integrating the body with a vertical grip section. The weather and dust-resistance will be
equivalent to that of EOS-1D class cameras — an essential consideration for nature, wildlife, sports and
photojournalism content creators working in extreme conditions. In addition, news photojournalists will be
excited to add the Mobile File Transmitter application for iOS and Android devices that will be available.

No one knows what the price will be, what’s your Guess at a price tag!
bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com

Library Exhibition
Your BCC Library Print Exhibition will go ahead as
planned, we have confirmation from the library
manager that the exhibition for Sat 22nd May to
Sat 5th July will go ahead subject to any last
minute intervention by the government, please see
Derek and Iris’s email to advise you of the full
details of the Covid-19 protocols which the Beeston
Library have in place for all visitors.

Please tell your friends and anyone else that the
exhibition is happening and it will be a great relief
from the year of lock-down we have all endured to go
and see another persons view of the world.

I have received information, that Fujifilm will launch a massive X mount
lens deals in some European countries in May.

The deals will include an insane €2,000 rebate on the Fujinon
XF200mmF2.

Other rebates will include lenses like the XF8-16mmF2.8.

See your local stockist for details.

Sony A7c Full Frame mirror-less interchangeable lens camera + kit lens, with real-time auto-focus, 24.2
megapixel sensor and 5-axis stabilisation system has a 250 euro discount on Amazon DE in Germany,
this discount maybe applied to Amazon UK, so keep a look out.

Nikon has had a 14 day discount on Z5; Z6; Z7 cameras which ends 2nd May 21, discounts of up to 600
dollars off at Adorama.com PLUS 150 dollars off lens adaptor when purchased with a camera.

There have now been multiple reports about the IBIS shift/tilt on the Canon EOS R5 and
Canon EOS R6, so I think it’s safe to say it’s more than a “phenomenon”.

I have been told that Canon is aware of the issue and that there will be a firmware update
to correct the behaviour. The source doesn’t know what the timeline for the update is, but
I imagine it will come when it’s done and not a moment sooner!

RUMOURS



Have you got a system for the storage of your images, up until 2018 when I attended a photography
course I bought the biggest SD cards my camera would take to achieve value for money and filled
them with all kinds of images and events, however I spent hours trying to find the images I
remembered taking. When the guy delivering the photography course explained what he and his wife
did, they used smaller SD cards like 8 or 16 gb which suited their week-end travel guides,
and downloaded their images after every trip to lightroom and an external drive.

What is the best and safest way to store your photos?

Hard drives are still very good for storing photos because they are cheap, they provide fast
access to data, and it's very easy to copy a whole hard drive to another hard drive – especially if you
have USB 3.0 or Thunderbolt connections. However, backup drives have their
limitations, It was once thought that once an ssd drive had failed it was dead but
now recovery is possible for both hard drives and ssd's

These days cloud storage is widely available from various sources.

Google Photos,

This app offers you the option to store images in either high quality or in its original size. Videos can be
stored in 1080p resolution. Here's the best part (since most of us use Google services anyway): if you
choose high quality in settings, Google gives you unlimited storage for all your photos.

The best photo storage and sharing sites today 2021

Amazon Prime Photos. Unlimited storage, automatic photo uploading, photo printing service.

Apple iCloud. Free but limited storage, automatic photo uploading.

Adobe Portfolio. Free storage and easy upload from your Lightroom with a CC subscription.

Image Shack. Unlimited storage of your images by various subscription plans.

Photobucket. Unlimited storage of your images by various subscription plans.

SmugMug. Free 14 day trial, lots of e-commerce tools for pro photographers.

Dropbox. Generous 3TB photo storage, but no tagging or editing features.

Facebook. Free photo storage, but images get compressed.

Box. Pros: 10GB of free storage and sharing platform.

Microsoft OneDrive. Free 5gb or stand alone 100gb £2.00 mth or 1TB £60.00 per year.

Nikon Image Space. With Snap Bridge: Free 20gb for Nikon users, Free 2gb for others.

Flickr: Free for the first 1000 images then upgrade.

For any photos you upload directly to Amazon Prime Photos, you – by default – are the only one
who can see your photos. However if your spouse or children log in to your account as well, they would
also be able to see them too.

Here's a list free photo organising software for Windows and Mac that will help you organise your
collection of images and make their searching easier.

Adobe Bridge.

Google Photos.

StudioLine Photo Basic 4.

JetPhoto Studio.

XnViewMP.

FastStone Image Viewer.

WidsMob.

How to start to Organise Digital Photos.

Step 1: Delete Unnecessary Photos Right Away.

Step 2: Organise Photos into Albums or Folders.

Step 3: Edit Photos as Needed.

Step 4: Download and Back Up Your Photos.

Step 5: Delete your organised Photos from Other Devices.

By planning ahead and keeping things simple, you'll spend less time sorting
through your catalogue trying to locate photos.

Choose a good Folder Structure.

Don't Organise By Date.

Use Flags Instead of Stars or Colour Labels.

Delete the Bad Stuff (as you view from the camera)

Use Collections (if your software provides them).

Use Collection Sets too.

The information on these two pages are for guidance only, and not a definitive procedure.

SAVE, STORE & RETRIEVE! SAVE, STORE & RETRIEVE!



Wilford Suspension Bridge
A60 through to Victoria Embankment, Nottingham NG2 2AA

Attenborough Nature Reserve
Barton Lane, off A6005, Chillwell, NG9 6DY

Woolaton Hall and Deer Park
Lime Tree Avenue, off Woolaton Road, Woolaton. NG8 2AE

Bluebell Woods, Clifton Village
Holgate car park, off Village Road, Clifton Village, NG11 8NH

Queen`s Walk Recreation Ground
Queens Walk, Nottingham NG2 2DF

Jesse Boot Statue
Entrance of Highfield Park, University Boulevard

Stoke Lock & Woods Riverside
Riverside, Stoke Bardolph, Nottingham NG14 5HY

The Major Oak
Broad Drive, Edwinstowe, Mansfield NG21 9HN

Manor Farm Open Space
Manor Farm, High Road, Toton, Nottingham NG9 6EL

Now that we are allowed go outside and travel in our local area, I’m sure you will want
to get out and take images of the spring outdoors, the lighter nights may help you get
good light. I have searched the internet and maps of the area and come up with a list
of places that are free to visit and should give your camera a good workout.

Go and give them a try, although you may have been there in the past it will have
changed and you will view the areas with fresh eyes and imagination.

Write with your member recommends or comments to:
bcc.newsletter@protonmail.com
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